By using two reporter gene-encoding virus-like RNAs derived from identical 30 vRNA segments, we assessed their incorporation efficiency into single progeny virions. The influenza A virus genome is segmented into eight negative-sense RNAs. 38
virions incorporate eight vRNA segments; however, it remains unclear whether the eight 48 rods correspond to the eight genetically distinct vRNA segments (i.e., the eight distinct 49
vRNA segments are present in individual virions) or some rods are genetically identical 50 (i.e., multiple copies of homologous vRNA segments are packaged in individual virions 51 and the eight vRNA segments are maintained as virus populations). 52
We therefore attempted to assess the incorporation efficiency of two reporter 53 protein-encoding virus-like RNAs derived from identical vRNA segments. We (3, 4, 10, 54 13-15) and others (1, 5-9) have reported that the non-coding and coding sequences at the 55 3' and 5' ends of each vRNA segment are essential for efficient segment incorporation 56 into virions. According to these findings, we constructed a plasmid encoding two RNA 57 polymerase I promoter-driven transcription cassettes for virus-like RNA expression ( either GFP (59.3%) or DsRed (39.1%) (Fig. 1E) ; only a small portion (1.6%) of the 90 plaques was positive for both GFP and DsRed (Fig. 1E) . These results suggest that the 91 two reporter virus-like RNAs competed for incorporation into individual virions. 92
The competitive effect of the two reporter virus-like RNAs was also assessed by 93 using PB2 vRNA segment-based virus-like RNAs. We constructed tandem reporter 94 plasmids for the recombinant PB2 vRNA segment ( Figs. 2A-C) . These plasmids encoded 95 the 3' and 5' ends of the PB2 vRNA segment including 120 nucleotides of each coding 96 sequence, which were required for efficient incorporation of the PB2 vRNA segment (15). 97
The expression of both GFP-and DsRed-encoding virus-like RNAs in cells transfected 98 with the tandem reporter plasmids was confirmed as described above. Similar to the 99 results with the NA vRNA segment-based plasmids, approximately half (53.5%) of the 100 transfected cells expressed GFP and DsRed (Fig. 2D) . By using these tandem reporter 101 plasmids instead of an intact PB2 vRNA-expressing plasmid, we generated PB2-102 knockout viruses by means of reverse genetics. We then counted the GFP-and/or DsRed- 
